Abstract. We perform a formal analysis of compositionality techniques for proving possibilistic noninterference for a while language with parallel composition. We develop a uniform framework where we express a wide range of noninterference variants from the literature and compare them w.r.t. their contracts: the strength of the security properties they ensure weighed against the harshness of the syntactic conditions they enforce. This results in a simple implementable algorithm for proving that a program has a specific noninterference property, using only compositionality, which captures uniformly several security type-system results from the literature and suggests a further improved type system. All formalism and theorems have been mechanically verified in Isabelle/HOL.
Introduction
Language-based noninterference is an important and well-studied security property. To state this property, one assumes the program memory is separated into a low, or public, part, which an attacker is able to observe, and a high, or private, part, hidden to the attacker. Then a program satisfies noninterference if, upon running it, the high part of the initial memory does not affect the low part of the resulting memory. Thus, the program has no information leaks from the private part of the memory into the public one, so that a potential attacker should not be able to obtain information about private data by inspecting public data.
Noninterference comes in several different variants, depending on what type of channels one accepts as capable of transmitting leaks-besides the normal channels represented by program variables, so-called covert channels include termination and timing channels. Moreover, when nondeterminism is involved, one can distinguish between possibilistic and probabilistic noninterference (the latter also taking probabilistic channels into account).
In this paper, we deal with noninterference in the presence of possibilistic concurrency. The literature abounds in notions of concurrent possibilistic noninterference and techniques to enforce it [2-6, 14, 19-21, 24, 29, 31] , many of them surveyed in [23] . There is usually a tradeoff between the strength of a security property and the harshness of the conditions imposed on the programs in order to satisfy it (typically, a type system). Yet, new methods for establishing noninterference are often presented as improvements over older methods (e.g., a more lenient type system) while being rather brief on the notion that in effect the whole contract is being changed: less pressure on the programs, weaker noninterference ensured.
The paper presents the first comparison of a variety of noninterference notions and results, in a unified and formalized framework, where complex results from the literature are given uniform and simplified proofs. As a preview of the kind of properties we analyze and classify in this paper, here is a selection of informal notions of a command c being secure (noninterfering):
(1) Given any two initial memory states that are indistinguishable by the attacker (have the same low, i.e., public, part), the executions of c proceed identically w.r.t. both the program counter and the updates on the low part of the memory-we call this property self isomorphism.
(2) c may never change the low part of the memory during its execution-we call this discreetness (often in the literature this is called highness).
(3) If started in two indistinguishable memory states, the executions of c are lockstep bisimilar, performing the same updates to the low part of the memory-we call this self strong bisimilarity, i.e., strong bisimilarity to itself (called strong security in [25] ).
(4) A relaxation of strong bisimilarity with lock-step synchronization replaced by 01-bisimilarity (simply called bisimilarity in [5] ), where only attacker-visible (i.e., lowmemory changing) steps in one execution are required to be matched by corresponding steps in the other, while "discreet" (i.e., low-memory unchanging) steps need not be matched. Thus, one step may be matched by either zero or one steps.
(5) A further relaxation of strong bisimilarity-weak bisimilarity [16] (used in [4, 29] in a security context) where one step may be matched by any number of steps.
Property 1 (self isomorphism) is a very strong security notion, ensuring that an attacker controlling the low inputs of c is not able to infer any information about the high inputs, not even if he is allowed to observe the low part of intermediate memory states and the program counter. In particular, self isomorphism exhibits no leaks on covert channels such as timing or termination. Property 2 (discreetness) is neither weaker nor stronger than self isomorphism, but it no longer guarantees indistinguishability w.r.t. the program counter, and moreover the attacker may infer confidential information by measuring execution time. Property 3 (strong bisimilarity) prevents leaks on standard channels (low variable values) and timing channels, but, unlike self isomorphism, does not guarantee that execution starting in indistinguishable states follow the very same paths (taking the same branches). Properties 4 (01-bisimilarity) and 5 (weak bisimilarity) are weakenings of all of the above three. They are only able to guarantee the absence of leakage through standard channels.
Example 1 Consider the following commands, where l is a low variable and h, h are high variables:
c 0 is both self isomorphic and discreet. c 1 is self isomorphic (since it is not testing any high variable), but not discreet. c 2 and c 3 are discreet (as they are not updating any low variable), but not self isomorphic. c 1 and c 2 , but not c 3 , are self strongly bisimilarthe reason why c 3 is not is its branching on a high test in conjunction with one branch taking longer than the other. c 4 is self 01-bisimilar, because, after a self isomorphic assignment, it transits to a discreet continuation. c 5 is not self 01-bisimilar, but it is self weakly bisimilar. c 6 is not secure according to any of the five criteria-it exhibits a direct leak from high to low.
If we ignore timing channels and assume that initially h ≥ 0, then it is reasonable to consider c 7 secure, since it has the same effect as the program h := h ; l := 4. However, whether or not we should deem c 7 secure when placed in parallel with other threads depends on the assumption we make on these threads-e.g., are they allowed to change h, thus preventing termination of c 7 ?
Note that the above example programs are sequential, which seems to contrast with our declared focus on concurrency-the explanation, hinted in the previous paragraph and detailed throughout the paper, is that the discussed notions of noninterference are defined anticipating parallel composition, i.e., so that the subject threads behave well when placed in parallel with other threads.
Here is an overview of this paper, where we use "security" and "noninterference" as synonyms. We start by introducing the concurrent setting where we operate: a while language with parallel composition and a fixed attacker-indistinguishability relation on program states ( §2). Then we systematize and compare bisimilarity-based notions from the literature ( §3). A formal study of the compositionality of, and of the implications between, these notions ( §4) yields a novel proof methodology: To show that c is secure according to some notion N, first try to reduce the goal to proving N for the components of c; if this is not feasible due to failure of the required compositionality of N w.r.t. the language construct Cns located at the top of c (e.g., Cns can be an If, or a While, etc.), try to identify a stronger notion M that is (more) compositional w.r.t. Cns, and so on, recursively. The compositionality caveats of existing notions suggests the definition of a fully compositional security notion ( §5). We then look at existing work on security type systems in the light of our analysis ( §6)-the aforementioned simple proof technique turns out quite insightful, capturing these type system criteria uniformly. Our novel security notion from §5 yields a more permissive syntactic criterion than the existing ones, but the result targets only terminating programs. Finally, we discuss end-to-end security aspects of the studied bisimilarity-based notions ( §7). We do not present any proofs of the stated facts-however, a (readable) Isabelle formalization of this paper's development, together with a map connecting the formal scripts with the propositions stated in this paper, is available at [18] . x = y. While tst c is the usual while loop, in concrete syntax, while tst do c. Par c 1 c 2 is the parallel composition of c 1 and c 2 , in concrete syntax, c 1 c 2 . We generally prefer abstract syntax in theoretical results and concrete syntax in examples.
To give semantics to the language, we assume: a set of (memory) states, state, ranged over by s,t; an execution function for the atoms, aexec : atom → state → state; an evaluation function for the tests, tval : test → state → bool. Then we define a standard small-step semantics [17] as a pair of inductive predicates → T : (com × state) → state and → C : (com × state) → (com × state) (where the subscripts T and C stand for "termination" and "continuation") specified in Fig. 1 . Intuitively, we interpret (c, s)→ T s as stating: in state s, command c may take a step terminating while changing the state to s ; and (c, s)→ C (c , s ) as saying: in state s, command c may take a step yielding the continuation c while changing the state to s . The pairs (c, s), which we call configurations, are thus thought of as consisting of the part of the program that remains to be executed, c, and the current state, s. We carefully distinguish between continuation and terminating steps (as the two predicates → C and → T ), since termination-sensitiveness will be crucial in our development. → * C denotes the reflexive-transitive closure of → C , and → *
is reachable from (c, s) by zero or more continuation steps, and (c, s)→ * T s that (the final state) s is reachable from (c, s) by zero or more continuation steps followed by a terminating step. 
Notions of noninterference
Next we proceed to a uniform description of several notions of noninterference from the literature. We fix a relation ∼ on states, called indistinguishability, where s ∼ t is meant to say "s and t are indistinguishable by the attacker." Example 2 Often, ∼ is defined as follows. We assume that atomic statements and tests are built by means of arithmetic and boolean expressions applied to variables taken from a set var. States are assignments of values to variables, i.e., the set state is var → val, where val is a set of values (e.g., integers). Variables are classified as either low (lo) or high (hi) by a given security level function sec : var → {lo, hi}. Then ∼ is defined as coincidence on the low variables, with the intuition that the attacker is only able to observe these. Formally, s ∼ t ≡ ∀x ∈ var. sec x = lo =⇒ s x = t x.
We define the following predicates on commands coinductively as greatest fixed points, i.e., as the weakest predicates satisfying the indicated clauses:
The coinductive definition of self isomorphism expresses that that execution of a command proceeds absolutely independently of the indistinguishability class of the state, and this is true interactively, i.e., regardless of the intervention of the environment, provided this intervention is itself compatible with the state indistinguishability relation. And similarly for the definition of discr, expressing that the command never changes the indistinguishability class, regardless of what that class has become due to potential action from the environment.
The last aspect, interactivity, is expressed by the universal quantification over the indistinguishable states s and t in the definition of siso. Indeed, even though transitions operate on (command, state) pairs, the siso predicate operates on commands alone, forgetting each time the result state s from the continuation (c , s ). Thus, at each resumption point, the predicate quantifies universally over all states s ("overwriting" the previous s ), to account for the fact that the new state produced by the command under consideration may have been changed by the environment (perhaps consisting of other threads running in parallel, and/or of the attacker) before that command gets to perform an other step. For example, the command c ≡ h := 0 ; l := h (with h high and l low) would be deemed as self isomorphic if it were not for the interactivity constraint. Indeed, if no interference from the environment is assumed, the execution of c proceeds the same way regardless of the initial value of h, as it first assigns 0 to h. However, siso c does not hold, since the continuation l := h is required to be secure given any value of h arising as the effect of a secure thread running in parallel, say, h := h with h high. This interactivity twist (originating from [22, 25] ) is convenient for compositionality, since it ensures that a command is secure not only in isolation, but also if placed in any pool of secure threads running in parallel. As a consequence, most of the security notions discussed in this paper will be interactive.
We shall also need the following interactive notion of termination possibility at each point during execution, via the coinductively defined predicate mayT (read "may terminate"):
. Self isomorphism and discreetness were expressible as unary predicates. However, interesting noninterference properties may require binary relations. To see this, assume we wish to express that c is secure, i.e., its executions are (multi)step-wise equivalent if started in indistinguishable states. Assume c branches according to a high test. Then indistinguishable states may yield different continuations, say, c 1 and c 2 , and so we are faced with the problem of proving the executions of c 1 and c 2 (multi)step-wise equivalent, i.e., proving c 1 and c 2 bisimilar. (The above two notions have by-passed this problem in trivial ways: self isomorphism forbids this situation by disallowing the program counter to diverge, hence disallowing high tests, while discreetness of c also requires c 1 and c 2 to be discreet, hence trivially "equivalent".)
In order to define relevant notions of bisimilarity, it will be useful to first introduce matching operators (or matchers) that express various choices of rules for the bisimilar- In the operator names, the superscripts indicate the kind of steps being taken, and the subscripts indicate by what kind of steps these must be simulated (matched), where: "C" means (single) continuation step; "T" means (single) terminating step; "01C" means 0 or 1 continuation steps; "01" means 0 or 1 continuation or terminating steps, i.e., 01C or T; "MC" means multiple continuation steps; "MT" means multiple continuation steps, followed by a terminating step; "M" means MC or MT. E.g., match C C refers to matching any continuation step by a continuation step, match C 01C to matching any continuation step by 0 or 1 continuation steps, i.e., either by a continuation step or by a stutter move.
Matchers indicate how the single steps of a command c may be matched by single or multiple steps of a command d. In most cases, the matcher is also parameterized by a continuation relation θ ; exceptions are match 
, or a stutter step, or a termination step (d,t)→ T t . In each case, it is also required that the resulting states are indistinguishable. Moreover, in the first two cases (for continuation and stutter) it is required that the resulting commands are in relation θ . For the third case though (the termination step), the latter condition does not make sense, since on the left of the matcher we have a continuation command, c , while the right side has terminated; what we require instead is that, w.r.t. the attacker-observable behavior, c acts as if it terminated, in that it will never change the indistinguishability class of the state, i.e., is discreet. (Similar discreetness conditions appear in the definitions of the other termination-flexible matchers for similar reasons.)
We are now ready to define the following bisimilarity relations, again coinductively, by plugging in different combinations of matchers and taking each time the largest symmetric relation satisfying the given clause (where the bisimilarities are written with infix notation on the left and are passed as arguments to the matchers on the right):
MT c d All these bisimilarity relations are by definition symmetric and can also be proved transitive, but they are not reflexive. In fact, the notion of a command c being bisimilar with itself (e.g., c ≈ S c, c ≈ 01 c, etc.), which we call self bisimilarity of c (e.g., self strong bisimilarity, self 01-bisimilarity, etc.) is taken in this paper as the formalization of the informal notion of security of a command. Below we explain how different bisimilarities correspond to different attacker models.
In all cases, one assumes the attacker has access to the program (command) source code and the low part of the state, and the ability to set, at the beginning of the command execution, the low part of the state in any desired way. For strong bisimilarity (≈ S ), we assume the attacker's ability to repeatedly stop the program after single execution steps and inspect the (low part of the) state, or, equivalently, take snapshots of the state after controlled numbers of execution steps. Technically, this shows in the two involved matchers, match C C and match T T , being one-to-one (w.r.t. continuation or termination steps). Moreover, we assume the attacker can detect termination-this shows in the fact that the two matchers preserve the type of transition: continuation vs. continuation and termination vs. termination. For weak bisimilarity (≈ W ), the attacker may still stop the program repeatedly, but has no control on the number of steps that the program takes between two stops. (For what the attacker knows, zero, one, or more steps could have been taken.) This shows in the one-to-many nature of the matchers. The terminationsensitive version of weak bisimilarity (≈ WT ) additionally assumes the attacker is able to detect termination. Thus, ≈ WT allows, via match T MT , matching a termination step by a sequence of steps only if the latter ends in a termination step. 01-bisimilarity (≈ 01 ), also coming with a termination-sensitive variant (≈ 01T ), is intermediate between strong and weak bisimilarity. Here, the attacker may keep running the program for 0 or 1 steps, without knowing which of the two situations has actually occurred.
The following proposition, relating different notions of self bisimilarity, follows easily from the definitions of the corresponding matchers: Prop 1 The implications in Fig. 3 hold.
Note that discreetness implies self 01-bisimilarity, but not self 01T-bisimilarity. However, for may-terminating processes (roughly, processes with finite behavior), it does imply self wT-bisimilarity.
Example 1 already illustrates most of the above bisimilarities. Here are some further illustrations that also take Prop. 1 into account (using the Example 1 notations).
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Fig. 4: Compositionality table
Example 3 (1) c 3 is self 01-bisimilar, as any two discreet processes are 01-bisimilar.
(2) However, c 3 is not self 01T-bisimilar, as shown by the following reasoning: depending on h, c 3 can move to d ≡ h := 1 ; h := 2 or e ≡ h := 3; but d and e are not 01T-bisimilar, as d is not able to 01T-match the immediate terminating step from e.
(3) The above is not a problem for weak T-bisimilarity though, since here d can catch up with e by taking multiple steps. Thus, c 3 is self weakly T-bisimilar (as any two discreet processes with finite behavior are weakly T-bisimilar).
(4) c 5 ≡ c 3 ; l := 4 is self weakly T-bisimilar, since alternative executions (starting in indistinguishable states) of its first part c 3 are able to ≈ WT -synchronize, so that they can proceed strongly synchronously with the remaining non-discreet step l := 4.
(5) However, c 5 is not self 01-bisimilar since the above e-continuation of c 3 is able to terminate first, putting itself in a position to take the non-discreet step l := 4, not available at that time for the other continuation, d.
(6) while h = 0 do h := 0 is discreet, hence self 01-bisimilar, but not weakly T-bisimilar, as a diverging execution from h = 0 cannot match a terminating one from h = 0.
The weak and 01-bisimilarities provide the most fruitful notions in type-system approaches to noninterference. (The others-self isomorphism, discreetness and strong bisimilarity-are too harsh requirements, but, as we shall see, turn out as useful auxiliaries.) Thus, Smith and Volpano [29] focus on termination-sensitive weak bisimilarity. On the other hand, Boudol and Castellani [5, 6] prefer termination-insensitive 01-bisimilarity, while later Boudol [4] also considers weak bisimilarity, but in its terminationinsensitive form. In these works, the newly introduced bisimilarities are not formally compared with preexisting ones-instead, the focus is on comparing the end-product type systems, i.e., the rely side of the contract (while the bismilarities are the guarantee part). In order to properly revisit and compare type-system results, we first need an analysis of compositionality for these bisimilarities.
We now move to the central concept of this paper-compositionality of noninterference w.r.t. the language constructs.
An atom atm is called ∼-preserving, written pres atm, if ∀s. aexec atm s ∼ s; it is called ∼-compatible, written cpt atm, if ∀s t. s ∼ t =⇒ aexec atm s ∼ aexec atm t. A test tst is called ∼-compatible, written cpt tst, if ∀s t. s ∼ t =⇒ tval tst s = tval tst t. In the setting of Example 2, for atoms, ∼-preservation means no assignment to low variables and ∼-compatibility means no direct leaks, i.e., no assignment to low variables of expressions depending on high variables (high expressions). Moreover, for tests, ∼-compatibility means no dependence on high variables.
Prop 2
The compositionality facts stated in Fig. 4 hold.
Here is how to read Fig. 4 . The first column lists the possible forms of a command c (c may be an atom atm, or have the form Seq c 1 c 2 , etc.). The next columns list conditions under which the predicates stated on the first row hold for c. Thus, e.g., 1 c 2 ) . The involved bisimilarities are considered in their unary, "self" form, e.g., ψ c means c ≈ 01 c or c ≈ W c.
Example 4
The informal arguments in Examples 1 and 3 can be made rigorous using the compositionality table in Fig. 4 in conjunction with the implication graph in Fig. 3 . For instance, c 4 from Example 1 has the form Seq (l := 4) c 3 , where c 3 has the form If (h = 0) (Seq (h := 1) (h := 2)) (h := 3). According to the table, for c 4 ≈ 01 c 4 , it suffices that (l := 4) ≈ 01T (l := 4) and c 3 ≈ 01 c 3 . The former is true by the table, since l := 4 is compatible. However, the table cannot help (yet) in proving c 3 ≈ 01 c 3 , because there the required side condition is cpt (h = 0), which does not hold. Therefore we turn to the implication graph, and try to prove the fact for one of the predecessors of ≈ 01 . One predecessor is ≈ 01T , which again requires cpt (h = 0), and so does its predecessor ≈ S , and so does the predecessor of the latter, siso, which is a bottom node-therefore this path fails. The other predecessor of ≈ 01 is discr, for which the table does not require the problematic side-condition. And the proof of discr c 3 goes smoothly according to the table, since it is reduced to discr (Seq (h := 1) (h := 2)) and discr (h := 3), and further to discr (h := 1), discr (h := 2) and discr (h := 3), all being true by ∼-preservation.
Note that we appeal to the Fig. 3 graph whenever the table result is not sufficiently strong, i.e., the given security notion is not sufficiently compositional w.r.t. the given language construct. For this table-and-graph proof technique, it is instructive to compare the termination-sensitive security notions with the termination-insensitive ones, that is, ϕ with ψ in Fig. 4 . ϕ is more compositional than ψ w.r.t. Seq. (In fact, if interactivity is responsible for Par-compositionality, termination-sensitiveness can be deemed responsible for Seq-compositionality.) Indeed, for ψ (Seq c 1 c 2 ) to go through, the table requires strengthening ψ either for c 1 to its termination-sensitive variant, ψ T , or for c 2 to discreetness. A consequence of this is also the lack of compositionality of ψ w.r.t. While (since the semantics of While involves iteration of Seq). On the other hand, ψ enjoys better compositionality w.r.t. If. This is not visible by looking at the table alone, where the If rules of ϕ and ψ are the same, and they are both conditioned by the ∼-compatibility of tst. The difference appears when tst is not compatible-then, according to the graph, unlike ϕ, ψ can "fall back" on discr, which does not require tst to be compatible. Indeed, unlike ϕ, ψ is above discr in the graph. Note that, among the ϕ's, ≈ WT is the best located with this respect, since it is above the conjunction of discr c and mayT c in the graph. But this is still worse than ψ, since falling back on discr c ∧ mayT c forbids while loops, as shown in the table for mayT.
An interesting theoretical question is whether we can have the best of both worlds and define a relation that is both above discreetness in the graph and fully compositional w.r.t. Seq, without sacrificing compositionality with the other constructs. A positive answer to this question is presented next.
A more compositional security notion
The rough idea of the proposed solution is as follows. If we knew that the whole program terminates, then discreetness would imply ≈ WT . And to integrate termination information into our coinductive interactiveness, we note that, given a thread c running in parallel with others in a pool whose execution from a given state s is known to terminate, the following are true: (1) the execution of c alone starting in s must terminate; (2) between resumption points of the execution of c, the other threads are guaranteed to change the state in such a way that termination is preserved. This leads us to ≈ T , a relaxation of ≈ WT with interactivity restricted to mustT ("must terminate") configurations, where mustT(c, s) is defined to mean that there exists no infinite chain Note that ≈ T does not require, for the involved programs, termination (a liveness property), but rather preservation of termination (a safety property). ≈ T is weaker than ≈ WT , and neither weaker nor stronger than ≈ 01 and ≈ W . The benefit of having ≈ T better suited than the other notions w.r.t. our table-and-graph reasoning is the availability of a more permissive syntactic criterion, as we detail next.
Syntactic criteria
The (compositionality based) table-and-graph proof technique described in Example 4 can be automated, yielding a collection of recursive syntactic predicates corresponding to the various security notions. The recursive clauses for these predicates will simply perform the necessary lookups: first in the table, then, if needed, in the graph.
Before listing these clauses, we first simplify the Fig. 3 graph, noticing that ≈ S and ≈ 01T are redundant nodes on top of siso. Indeed, the compositionality conditions for ≈ S and ≈ 01T from the Fig. 4 table are identical to those of all nodes below, hence identical to those of siso. This means that, when proving c ≈ S c or c ≈ 01T c, one cannot do better than proving compositionality of the stronger (more desirable) siso notion of security. We therefore drop ≈ S and ≈ 01T from the graph. Fig. 5 shows this new graph, where ≈ T is also integrated. In the Fig. 4 table, we also redefine ψ T by redirecting ≈ 01 to siso: constructor Cns is any of the following: Seq, If tst where tst ∈ test, While tst where tst ∈ test, Par. In addition, for uniformity, we also introduce a constructor Atm atm for every atm ∈ atom, and assume Atm atm is the same as atm. Thus, any command c has the form Cns c 1 . . . c k , where Cns is a constructor and c 1 . . . c k are k commands, the components of c, with k either 0, 1 or 2, depending on Cns (it is 0 for Atm atm).
Henceforth, we let χ range over the notions in the table, namely, χ ∈ {mayT, discr, siso, ≈ S , ≈ 01T , ≈ WT , ≈ 01 , ≈ W , ≈ T }. The table has an entry corresponding to every combination (χ, Cns), for which we define the following:
-side χ,Cns is its side condition, i.e., the part of it not depending on the components. If this part is empty, we put True. E.g., side mayT,Atm atm = side siso,Seq = True, side siso,If tst = cpt tst. -rcond χ,Cns (c 1 , . . . , c k ) is its recursion condition, i.e., the part involving the components of c. Again, if this part is empty, we put True. E.g., rcond mayT,Atm atm = True, rcond siso,Seq (c 1 , c 2 ) = rcond siso,If tst (c 1 , c 2 ) = (siso c 1 ∧ siso c 2 ).
For any element χ in the graph, we let Pred χ denote its set of predecessors. E.g., Pred siso = / 0, Pred ≈ 01 = {discr, siso}, Pred ≈ W = {≈ 01 , ≈ WT }. Note that, for all χ, Cns, and c of the form Cns c 1 . . . c k ,
-The table ensures that side χ,Cns ∧ rcond χ,Cns (c 1 , . . . , c k ) =⇒ χ c; -The graph ensures that ( χ ∈Pred χ χ c) =⇒ χ c.
This paper was concerned with systematizing and comparing existing type-system based noninterference results from the literature. As a technical tool, we have introduced a compositionality "table-and-graph" technique able to capture such results in a uniform way. The study also suggested a novel, suitably compositional, notion, the terminationinteractive bisimilarity ≈ T .
Our approach has important precursors in the literature. Thus, [25] makes a strong case for compositionality, and illustrates how it can be used to extend to concurrency a noninterference result [1] in the style of Volpano and Smith. However, [25] does not pursue this idea systematically or devise a general technique as we do in this paper. Moreover, our bisimilarity-based treatment employs insight from process algebra [16] in general and from process algebra approaches to noninterference [8] in particular. In system-based security, [9, 11, 15] provide general frameworks for trace-based system security, the last two having a special focus on compositionality and the first also incorporating probabilistic systems.
Themes missing from the compositionality framework discussed in this paper are probabilistic noninterference [13, [26] [27] [28] , dynamic thread creation [13, 25, 31] and scheduler independence [6, 13, 25, 31] , known to be particularly problematic w.r.t. noninterference. Incorporating some of these features in our compositional setting is a goal for future research.
Another exciting future direction is a framework for proving concurrent noninterference by a combination of automated and interactive methods along the lines of approaches going beyond type systems [2, 7, 12] . This would follow a rely-guarantee paradigm [10] , with information about the environment made available to individual threads by suitably relaxing interactivity. A step towards this direction is made by our termination-interactive bisimilarity ≈ T , where such context information is termination, but could in principle be any liveness property.
